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Abstract. In this paper, we study turn-based quantitative multiplayer
non zero-sum games played on finite graphs with reachability objectives.
In this framework each player aims at reaching his own goal as soon
as possible. We prove existence of finite-memory Nash (resp. secure)
equilibria in multiplayer (resp. two-player) games.

1 Introduction

General framework. The construction of correct and e!cient computer systems
(hardware or software) is recognized as an extremely di!cult task. To support
the design and verification of such systems, mathematical logic, automata the-
ory [9] and more recently model-checking [6] have been intensively studied. The
model-checking approach, which is now an important part of the design cycle
in industries, have proved its e!ciency when applied to systems which can be
accurately modeled as a finite-state automaton. In contrast, the application of
these techniques to computer software, complex systems like embedded systems
or distributed systems has been less successful. This could be partly explained
by the following reasons: classical automata-based models do not faithfully cap-
ture the complex interactive behavior of modern computational systems that
are usually composed of several interacting components, also interacting with
an environment that is only partially under control. Recent research works show
that it is suitable to generalize automata models used in the classical approach
to verification, with the more flexible and mathematically deeper game-theoretic
framework [12, 13].

Game theory meets automata theory. The basic framework that extends com-
putational models with concepts from game theory is the so-called two-player
zero-sum games played on graphs [7]. Many problems in verification and design
of reactive systems can be modeled with this approach, like modeling controller-
environment interactions. Given a model of a system interacting with an hostile
environment, given a control objective (like preventing the system to reach some
bad configurations), the controller synthesis problem asks to build a controller
ensuring that the control objective is enforced whatever the environment will do.
Two-players zero-sum games played on graphs are adequate models to solve this
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problem [14]. Moves of Player 1 model actions of the controller whereas moves
of Player 2 model the uncontrollable actions of the environment, and a winning
strategy for Player 1 is an abstract form of a control program that enforces the
control objective.

The controller synthesis problem is suitable to model purely antagonist in-
teractions between a controller and an hostile environment. However in order to
study more complex systems with more than two components whose objectives
are not necessarily antagonists, we need multiplayer and non zero-sum games
to model them adequately. Moreover, we are not looking for winning strategies,
but rather try to find relevant notions of equilibria, for instance the famous
notion of Nash equilibria [12]. On the other hand, only qualitative objectives
have been considered so far to specify, for example, that a player must be able
to reach a target set of states in the underlying game graph. But, in line with
the previous point, we also want to express and solve games for quantitative
objectives such as forcing the game to reach a particular set of states within a
given time bound, or within a given energy consumption limit. In summary, we
need to study equilibria for multiplayer-player non zero-sum games played on
graphs with quantitative objectives. This article provides some new results in
this research direction.

Related work. Several recent papers have considered two-player zero-sum games
played on finite graphs with regular objectives enriched by some quantitative
aspects. Let us mention some of them: games with finitary objectives [5], games
with prioritized requirements [1], request-response games where the waiting times
between the requests and the responses are minimized [10, 15], and games whose
winning conditions are expressed via quantitative languages [2].

Other works concern qualitative non zero-sum games. The notion of secure
equilibrium, an interesting refinement of Nash equilibrium, has been introduced
in [4]. It has been proved that a unique secure equilibrium always exists for
two-player non zero-sum games with regular objectives. In [8], general criteria
ensuring existence of Nash equilibria, subgame perfect equilibria (resp. secure
equilibria) are provided for n-player (resp. 2-player) games, as well as complexity
results.

Finally, we mention reference [3] that combines both the quantitative and
the non zero-sum aspects. It is maybe the nearest related work compared to us,
however the framework and the objectives are pretty di"erent. In [3], the authors
study games played on graphs with terminal vertices where quantitative payo"s
are assigned to the players. These games may have cycles but all the infinite
plays form a single outcome (like in chess where every infinite play is a draw).
In that paper, criteria are given that ensure existence of Nash (resp. subgame
perfect) equilibria in pure and memoryless strategies.

Our contribution. We here study turn-based quantitative multiplayer non zero-
sum games played on finite graphs with reachability objectives. In this frame-
work each player aims at reaching his own goal as soon as possible. We focus on



existence results for two solution concepts: Nash equilibrium and secure equi-
librium. We prove existence of Nash (resp. secure) equilibria in n-player (resp.
2-player) games. Moreover, we show that these equilibria can be chosen with
finite memory. Our results are not a direct consequence of the existing results in
the qualitative framework, they require some new proof techniques. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first general result about existence of equilibria in
quantitative multiplayer player games played on graphs.

Organization of the paper. Section 2 is dedicated to definitions. We present the
games and the equilibria we study. In Section 3 we first prove an existence result
for Nash equilibria and provide the finite-memory characterization. Existence of
secure equilibria in two-player games is then established. Detailed proofs and
examples can be found in the Appendix.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Definitions

We consider here quantitative games played on a graph where all the players
have reachability objectives. It means that, given a certain set of vertices Goali,
each player i wants to reach one of these vertices as soon as possible.

This section is mainly inspired by reference [8].

Definition 1. An infinite turn-based quantitative multiplayer reachability game
is a tuple G = (!, V, (Vi)i!" , v0, E, (Goali)i!") where

• ! is a finite set of players,
• G = (V, (Vi)i!" , v0, E) is a finite directed graph where V is the set of ver-
tices, (Vi)i!" is a partition of V into the state sets of each player, v0 ! V
is the initial vertex, and E " V # V is the set of edges, and

• Goali " V is the goal set of player i.

We assume that each vertex has at least one outgoing edge. A play " ! V #

(respectively a history h ! V +) of G is an infinite (respectively a finite) path
through the graph G starting from vertex v0. Remark that a history is always
non empty because it starts with vertex v0. The set H " V + is made up of all the
histories of G. A prefix (respectively proper prefix ) p of a history h = h0 . . . hk is
a finite sequence h0 . . . hl, with l $ k (respectively l < k), denoted by p $ h
(respectively p < h). We similarly consider a prefix p of a play ", denoted
by p < ".

We say that a play " = "0"1 . . . visits a set S " V (respectively a vertex v !
V ) if there exists l ! N such that "l is in S (respectively "l = v). The same
terminology also stands for a history h. Similarly, we say that " visits S after
(respectively in) a prefix "0 . . . "k if there exists l > k (respectively l $ k) such
that "l is in S. For any play " we denote by Visit(") the set of i ! ! such that "
visits Goali. The set Visit(h) for a history h is defined similarly. The function Last



returns, given a history h = h0 . . . hk, the last vertex hk of h, and the length |h|
of h is the number k of its edges1.

For any play " = "0"1 . . . of G, we note Payo!i(") the payo! of player i,
defined by:

Payo!i(") =
!

l if l is the least index such that "l ! Goali,
+% otherwise.

We note Payo!(") = (Payo!i("))i!" the payo! profile for the play ". The aim
of each player i is to minimize his payo", i.e. reach his goal set Goali as soon as
possible.

A strategy of player i in G is a function # : V " # Vi & V assigning to
each history hv ending in a vertex v of player i a next vertex #(hv) such that
(v, #(hv)) belongs to E. We say that a play " = "0"1 . . . of G is consistent with
a strategy # of player i if "k+1 = #("0 . . . "k) for all k ! N such that "k ! Vi.
The same terminology is used for a history h of G. A strategy profile of G is a
tuple (#i)i!" where #i is a strategy for player i. It determines a unique play of
G consistent with each strategy #i, called the outcome of (#i)i!" and denoted
by '(#i)i!"(.

A strategy # of player i is memoryless if # depends only on the current vertex,
i.e. #(hv) = #(v) for all h ! H and v ! Vi. More generally, # is a finite-memory
strategy if the equivalence relation )$ on H defined by h )$ h# if #(h$) = #(h#$)
for all $ ! V "Vi has finite index. In other words, a finite-memory strategy is a
strategy that can be implemented by a finite automaton with output. A strategy
profile (#i)i!" is called memoryless or finite-memory if each #i is a memoryless
or a finite-memory strategy, respectively.

For a strategy profile (#i)i!" with outcome " and a strategy ##j of player j
(j ! !), we say that player j deviates from " after a prefix h of " if there exists
a prefix h# of " such that h $ h#, h# is consistent with ##j and ##j(h#) *= #j(h#).
We also say player j deviates from " just after a prefix h of " if h is consistent
with ##j and ##j(h) *= #j(h).

We now introduce the notion of Nash equilibrium and secure equilibrium.

Definition 2. A strategy profile (#i)i!" of a game G is a Nash equilibrium if
for all player j ! ! and for all strategy ##j of player j, we have:

Payo!j(") $ Payo!j("
#)

where " = '(#i)i!"( and "# = '##j , (#i)i!"\{j}(.

This definition means that player j (for all j ! !) has no incentive to deviate
since he increases his payo" when using ##j instead of #j . A strategy ##j such that
Payo!j(") > Payo!j("#) is called a profitable deviation for player j with respect
to (#i)i!" . In this case either player j gets an infinite payo" for " and a finite
payo" for "# ("# visits Goalj , but " does not), or player j gets a finite payo" for "
and a strictly lower payo" for "# ("# visits Goalj earlier than " does).
1 Note that the length is not defined as the number of vertices.



In order to define the notion of secure equilibrium2 we first need to associate
an appropriate binary relation +j on the payo" profiles with each player j ! !.
Given two payo" profiles (xi)i!" and (yi)i!" :

(xi)i!" +j (yi)i!" i" (xj > yj) , (xj = yj - .k xk $ yk - /k xk < yk).

We then say that player j prefers (yi)i!" to (xi)i!" . In other words, player j
prefers a payo" profile to another either if he can decrease his own payo", or
if he can increase the payo" of all his opponents, among which one is strictly
increased, while keeping his own payo".

Definition 3. A strategy profile (#i)i!" of a game G is a secure equilibrium if
for all players j ! !, there does not exist a strategy ##j of player j such that:

Payo!(") +j Payo!("#)

where " = '(#i)i!"( and "# = '##j , (#i)i!"\{j}(.

In other words, player j ! ! (for all j ! !) has no incentive to deviate, with
respect to the relation +j . Note that any secure equilibrium is a Nash equili-
brium. A strategy ##j such that Payo!(") +j Payo!("#) is called a +j-profitable
deviation for player j with respect to (#i)i!" .

Definition 4. The type of a Nash or a secure equilibrium (#i)i!" in a reacha-
bility game G is the set of players j ! ! such that the outcome " of (#i)i!"

visits Goalj. It is denoted by Type((#i)i!").

In other words, Type((#i)i!") = Visit(").
The previous definitions are illustrated on a simple two-player game in the

Appendix (Section A, Example 14).
The questions studied in this article are the following ones:

Problem 1 Given G a quantitative multiplayer reachability game, does there
exist a Nash equilibrium (respectively a secure equilibrium) in G?

Problem 2 Given a Nash equilibrium (respectively a secure equilibrium) in a
quantitative multiplayer reachability game G, does there exist a memoryless or a
finite-memory Nash equilibrium (respectively secure equilibrium) with the same
type?

We provide partial positive answers in Section 3. These problems have been
investigated in the qualitative framework (see [8]). We show in the Appendix
that Problems 1 and 2 can not be reduced to problems on qualitative games (see
Section B).

2 Our definition naturally extends the notion of secure equilibrium proposed in [4]
to the quantitative reachability framework. A longer discussion comparing the two
notions can be found in Section B.



2.2 Unraveling

In the proofs of this article we need to unravel the graph G = (V, (Vi)i!" , v0, E)
from the initial vertex v0, which ends up in an infinite tree, denoted by T . This
tree can be seen as a new graph where the set of vertices is the set H of histories
of G, the initial vertex is v0, and a pair (hv, hvv#) ! H # H is an edge of T
if (v, v#) ! E. A history h is a vertex of player i in T if Last(h) ! Vi, and it
belongs to the goal set of player i if Last(h) ! Goali.

We denote by T the related game. This game T played on the unrave-
ling T of G is equivalent to the game G played on G in the following sense.
A play ("0)("0"1)("0"1"2) . . . in T induces a unique play " = "0"1"2 . . . in G,
and conversely. Thus, we denote a play in T by the respective play in G. The
bijection between plays of G and plays of T allows us to use the same payo"
function Payo!, and to transform easily strategies in G to strategies in T (and
conversely).

We also need to study the tree T limited to a certain depth d 0 0: we
note Truncd(T ) the truncated tree of T of depth d and Truncd(T ) the finite game
played on Truncd(T ). More precisely, the set of vertices of Truncd(T ) is the set
of histories h ! H of length $ d; the edges of Truncd(T ) are defined in the
same way as for T except that for the histories h of length d, there exists no
edge (h, hv). A play " in Truncd(T ) corresponds to a history of G of length equal
to d. The notions of payo" and strategy are defined exactly like in the game T ,
but limited to the depth d. For instance, a player gets an infinite payo" for a
play " (of length d) if his goal set is not visited by ".

3 Nash equilibria and secure equilibria

From now on we will often use the term game to denote a quantitative multi-
player reachability game according to Definition 1.

3.1 Existence of a Nash equilibrium

In this section we positively solve Problem 1 for Nash equilibria.

Theorem 5. In every quantitative multiplayer reachability game, there exists a
finite-memory Nash equilibrium.

The proof of this theorem is based on the following ideas. By Kuhn’s theorem
(Theorem 6), there exists a Nash equilibrium in the game Truncd(T ) played on
the finite tree Truncd(T ), for any depth d. By choosing an adequate depth d,
Proposition 8 will enable to extend this Nash equilibrium to a Nash equilibrium
in the infinite tree T , and thus in G. Let us detail these ideas.

We first recall Kuhn’s theorem [11]. A preference relation is a total reflexive
transitive binary relation.



Theorem 6 (Kuhn’s theorem). Let % be a finite tree and G a game played
on % . For each player i ! !, let !i be a preference relation on payo! profiles.
Then there exists a strategy profile (#i)i!" such that for every player j ! ! and
every strategy ##j of player j in G we have

Payo!("#) !j Payo!(")

where " = '(#i)i!"( and "# = '##j , (#i)i!"\{j}(.

Corollary 7. Let G be a game and T be the unraveling of G. Let Truncd(T ) be
the game played on the truncated tree of T of depth d, with d 0 0. Then there
exists a Nash equilibrium in Truncd(T ).

Proof. For each player j ! !, we define the relation !j on payo" profiles
in the following way: let (xi)i!" and (yi)i!" be two payo" profiles, we say
that (xi)i!" !j (yi)i!" i" xj $ yj . It is clearly a preference relation which
captures the Nash equilibrium. The strategy profile (#i)i!" of Kuhn’s theorem
is then a Nash equilibrium in Truncd(T ). 12

The next proposition states that it is possible to extend a Nash equilibrium
in Truncd(T ) to a Nash equilibrium in the game T , if the depth d is equal
to (|!| + 1) · 2 · |V |. We obtain Theorem 5 as a consequence of Corollary 7 and
Proposition 8.

Proposition 8. Let G be a game and T be the unraveling of G. Let Truncd(T )
be the game played on the truncated tree of T of depth d = (|!| + 1) · 2 · |V |.
If there exists a Nash equilibrium in the game Truncd(T ), then there exists a
finite-memory Nash equilibrium in the game T .

The proof of Proposition 8 roughly works as follows. Let (#i)i!" be a Nash
equilibrium in Truncd(T ). A well-chosen prefix &', with ' being a cycle, is first
extracted from the outcome " of (#i)i!" . The outcome of the required Nash
equilibrium ((i)i!" in T will be equal to &'#. As soon as a player deviates
from this play, all the other players form a coalition against him to punish him
in a way that this deviation is not profitable for him. These ideas are detailed
in the next two lemmas whose complete proofs can be found in the Appendix
(Section C).

In Lemma 10 we need to consider the qualitative two-player zero-sum game Gj

played on the graph G, where player j plays in order to reach his goal set Goalj ,
against the coalition of all other players that wants to prevent him from reaching
his goal set. Player j plays on the vertices from Vj and the coalition on V \ Vj .
We have the following proposition (see [7]).

Proposition 9. Let Gj = (V, Vj , V \ Vj , E, Goalj) be the qualitative two-player
zero-sum reachability game associated to player j. Then player j has a memo-
ryless strategy )j that enables him to reach Goalj within |V |3 1 edges from each
vertex v from which he wins the game Gj. On the contrary, the coalition has
a memoryless strategy )$j that forces the play to stay in V \ Goalj from each
vertex v from which it wins the game Gj.



The play " of Lemma 10 is illustrated in Figure 1.

Lemma 10. Let d 0 0. Let (#i)i!" be a Nash equilibrium in Truncd(T ) and "
the (finite) outcome of (#i)i!" . Suppose that " has a prefix &'*, where ' contains
at least one vertex, such that

Visit(&) = Visit(&'*)
Last(&) = Last(&')
|&'| $ l · |V |
|&'*| = (l + 1) · |V |

for some l 0 1.
Let j ! ! be such that & does not visit Goalj. Consider the qualitative two-
player zero-sum game Gj = (V, Vj , V \ Vj , E, Goalj). Then for all histories hu
of G consistent with (#i)i!"\{j} and such that |hu| $ |&'|, the coalition of the
players i *= j wins the game Gj from u.

Condition Visit(&) = Visit(&'*) means that if Goali is visited by &'*, it has
already been visited by &. Condition Last(&) = Last(&') means that ' is a cycle.

This lemma means in particular that the players i *= j can play together to
prevent player j from reaching his goal set Goalj , in case he deviates from the
play &' (as &' is consistent with (#i)i!"\{j}). We denote by )$j the memo-
ryless winning strategy of the coalition. For each player i *= j, let )i,j be the
memoryless strategy of player i in G induced by )$j .

Lemma 11 states that one can define a Nash equilibrium ((i)i!" in the
game T , based on the Nash equilibrium (#i)i!" in the game Truncd(T ).

Lemma 11. Let d 0 0. Let (#i)i!" be a Nash equilibrium in Truncd(T ) and &'*
be a prefix of " = '(#i)i!"( as defined in Lemma 10. Then there exists a
Nash equilibrium ((i)i!" in the game T . Moreover ((i)i!" is finite-memory,
and Type(((i)i!") = Visit(&).

Proof. Let ! = {1, . . . , n}. As & and ' end in the same vertex, we can consider
the infinite play &'# in the game T . Without loss of generality we can order the
players so that

.i $ k Payo!i(&'#) < +% (& visits Goali)

.i > k Payo!i(&'#) = +% (& does not visit Goali)

where 1 $ k $ n. In the second case, notice that " could visit Goali (but after
the prefix &'*).

The Nash equilibrium ((i)i!" required by Lemma 11 is intuitively defined as
follows. First the outcome of ((i)i!" is exactly &'#. Secondly the first player j
who deviates from &'# is punished by the coalition of the other players in the
following way. If j $ k and the deviation occurs in the tree Truncd(T ), then the
coalition plays according to (#i)i!"\{j} in this tree. It prevents player j from
reaching his goal set Goalj faster than in &'#. And if j > k, the coalition plays



according to ()i)i!"\{j} (given by Lemma 10) so that player j does not reach
his goal set at all.

We begin by defining a punishment function P on the vertex set H of T such
that P (h) indicates the first player j who has deviated from &'#, with respect
to h. We write P (h) = 4 if no deviation has occurred. For h ! V " and v ! Vi

we let:

P (hv) =

"
#

$

4 if P (h) = 4 and hv < &'#,
i if P (h) = 4 and hv *< &'#,
P (h) otherwise (P (h) *= 4).

The Nash equilibrium ((i)i!" is then defined as follows: let h be a history
ending in a vertex of Vi,

(i(h) =

"
%%%%#

%%%%$

v if P (h) = 4 (h < &'#); such that hv < &'#,
arbitrary if P (h) = i,
)i,P (h)(h) if P (h) *= 4, i and P (h) > k,
#i(h) if P (h) *= 4, i, P (h) $ k and |h| $ d,
arbitrary otherwise (P (h) *= 4, i, P (h) $ k and |h| > d)

(1)

where arbitrary means that the next vertex is chosen arbitrarily (in a memo-
ryless way). Clearly the outcome of ((i)i!" is the play &'#, and Type(((i)i!")
is equal to Visit(&) (= Visit(&')).

It remains to prove that ((i)i!" is a finite-memory Nash equilibrium in the
game T . The end of this proof can be found in the Appendix (Section C). 12

We can now proceed to the proof of Proposition 8.

Proof (of Proposition 8). Let ! = {1, . . . , n} and d = (n+1) ·2 · |V |. Let (#i)i!"

be a Nash equilibrium in the game Truncd(T ) and " its outcome.
To be able to use Lemmas 10 and 11, we consider the prefix pq of " of minimal

length such that

/ l 0 1 |p| = (l 3 1) · |V |
|pq| = (l + 1) · |V |
Visit(p) = Visit(pq). (2)

The following statements are true.

(i) l $ 2 · n + 1.

(ii) If Visit(p) ! Visit("), then l < 2 · n + 1.

Indeed the first statement results from the fact that in the worst case, the play "
visits the goal set of a new player in each prefix of length i · 2 · |V |, 1 $ i $ n,
i.e. |p| = n · 2 · |V |. It follows that pq exists as a prefix of ", because the length d
of " is equal to (n + 1) · 2 · |V | by hypothesis. Thus Visit(p) " Visit("). Suppose
that there exists i ! Visit(") \ Visit(p), then " visit Goali after the prefix pq by
Equation (2). The second statement follows easily.



Given the length of q, one vertex of V is visited at least twice by q. More
precisely, we can write

pq = &'* with Last(&) = Last(&')
|&| 0 (l 3 1) · |V |
|&'| $ l · |V |. (3)

In particular, |p| $| &|. See Figure 1. We have Visit(&) = Visit(&'*), and |&'*| =
(l + 1) · |V |.

|V |

2|V |

(l!1)|V |

l|V |

(l+1)|V |

d

"

#

$

%

p

q

Fig. 1. Slicing of the play ! in the tree Truncd(T ).

As the hypotheses of Lemmas 10 and 11 are verified, we can apply them in this
context to get a Nash equilibrium ((i)i!" in the game T such that Type(((i)i!") =
Visit(&). 12

Proposition 8 asserts that given a game G and the game Truncd(T ) played
on the truncated tree of T of a well-chosen depth d, one can lift any Nash
equilibrium (#i)i!" of Truncd(T ) to a Nash equilibrium ((i)i!" of G. The proof
of Proposition 8 states that the type of ((i)i!" is equal to Visit(&). We give in
the Appendix an example (see Example 17) that shows that, with this approach,
it is impossible to preserve the type of the lifted Nash equilibrium (#i)i!" .

3.2 Nash equilibrium with finite memory

In this section we study the kind of strategies we can impose for a Nash equi-
librium in a quantitative multiplayer reachability game. We show that given a
Nash equilibrium, we can construct another Nash equilibrium with the same
type such that all its strategies are finite-memory. We then answer to Problem 2
for Nash equilibria.

Theorem 12. Let (#i)i!" be a Nash equilibrium in a quantitative multiplayer
reachability game G. Then there exists a finite-memory Nash equilibrium of the
same type in G.



The proof is based on two steps. The first step constructs from (#i)i!" ano-
ther Nash equilibrium ((i)i!" with the same type such that the play '((i)i!"(
is of the form &'# with Visit(&) = Type((#i)i!"). This is possible thanks to two
lemmas (Lemmas 18 and 19 given in the Appendix), by first eliminating unne-
cessary cycles in the play '(#i)i!"( and then locating a prefix &' such that ' is
a cycle that can be infinitely repeated.

The second step transforms the Nash equilibrium ((i)i!" into a finite-memory
one thanks to Lemmas 10 and 11 given in Section 3.1. For that, we consider the
strategy profile ((i)i!" limited to the tree T truncated at a well-chosen depth.

The detailed proof of Theorem 12 can be found in the Appendix (Section D).

3.3 Existence of a secure equilibrium

In this section we positively answer to Problem 1 for secure equilibria in two-
player games.

Theorem 13. In every quantitative two-player reachability game, there exists a
finite-memory secure equilibrium.

The proof of this theorem is based on the same ideas as for the proof of
Theorem 5 (existence of a Nash equilibrium). By Kuhn’s theorem (Theorem 6),
there exists a secure equilibrium in the game Truncd(T ) played on the finite
tree Truncd(T ), for any depth d. By choosing an adequate depth d, Proposition 23
given in the Appendix enables to extend this secure equilibrium to a secure
equilibrium in the infinite tree T , and thus in G. The details of the proof are
given in the Appendix (Section E).

4 Conclusion and perspectives

In this paper, we proved the existence of finite-memory Nash (resp. secure) equi-
libria for quantitative multiplayer (resp. two-player) reachability games played
on finite graphs. We do believe that our results remain true when the model
is enriched by allowing positive weights on edges (instead of weight 1 on each
edge). Indeed the idea is to replace any edge with a weight c 0 1 by a path of
length c composed of c new edges, and use the results proved in this article.

There are several interesting directions for further research. First, we intend
to investigate the existence of secure equilibria in the n-player framework. Se-
condly, we would like to check whether our results remain true when the model
is enriched by allowing a n-tuple of non-negative weights on edges (one weight
by player). Then, we will also investigate deeper the size of the memory needed
in the equilibria. This could be a first step towards a study of the complexi-
ty of computing equilibria with certain requirements, in the spirit of [8]. We
also intend to look for existence results for subgame perfect equilibria. Finally
we would like to address these questions for other objectives such as Büchi or
request-response.
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Technical Appendix

A Examples of Nash and secure equilibria

Example 14. Let G = (V, V1, V2, v0, E, Goal1,Goal2) be the two-player game de-
picted in Figure 2. The states of player 1 (resp. 2) are represented by circles
(resp. squares)3. Thus, according to Figure 2, V1 = {A, C,D} and V2 = {B},
the initial vertex v0 is the vertex A, and we set Goal1 = {C} and Goal2 = {D}.

AB D

C

Fig. 2. A two-player game with Goal1 = {C} and Goal2 = {D}.

An example of play in G is given by " = (AD)#, which visits Goal2 but
not Goal1, leading to the payo" profile Payo!((AD)#) = (+%, 1). The play " is,
among others, the outcome of the strategy4 profile (#1, #2) where #1(hA) = D
and #2(hB) = C.

Let us show that the strategy profile (#1, #2) is not a Nash equilibrium,
by proving that player 1 has a profitable deviation ##1 in which he manages
to decrease his own payo". With ##1 defined by ##1(hA) = B, we get the play
'(##1, #2)( = (ABC)# such that Payo!((ABC)#) = (2,+%), and in particular
Payo!1((ABC)#) < Payo!1(").

On the opposite, one can show that (##1, #2) is a Nash equilibrium. How-
ever (##1, #2) is not a secure equilibrium. Indeed, player 2 has a +2-profitable
deviation in which he can increase player 1’s payo" without modifying his
own payo". With ##2 the strategy of player 2 defined by ##2(hB) = A, we
get the play '(##1, ##2)( = (AB)# such that Payo!((AB)#) = (+%,+%), and
Payo!('(##1, #2)() +2 Payo!('(##1, ##2)().

Notice that all strategies discussed so far are memoryless. In order to obtain
a Nash equilibrium of type {1, 2}, finite-memory strategies are necessary. We
define the following finite-memory strategy profile ((1, (2):

(1(hA) =

&
D if h = +

B if h *= +
; (2(hB) =

&
C if D has been visited by h

A otherwise.

3 We will keep this convention through the Appendix.
4 Note that player 1 has no choice in vertices C and D, that is "1(hv) is necessarily

equal to A for v ! {C, D}.



The outcome , = '((1, (2)( is equal to AD(ABC)# and has payo" (4, 1). In
order to prove that ((1, (2) is a Nash equilibrium, we prove that no player has
a profitable deviation. For player 2 it is clearly impossible to get a payo" less
than 1. To try to get a payo" less than 4, player 1 must use a strategy ( #1 such
that ( #1(A) = B. But then player 2 chooses (2(AB) = A. The prefix ABA of the
outcome of (( #1, (2) shows that player 1 will increase his payo" of 4.

However ((1, (2) is not a secure equilibrium since player 2 has a +2-profitable
deviation ( #2 such that ( #2(hB) = A for all histories h. One can show that, in this
example, there is no secure equilibrium of type {1, 2}.

B Qualitative games vs quantitative games

Given a quantitative multiplayer reachability game G, one can naturally define
a qualitative version of G, denoted by G, such that the payo"s are qualitative.
Given a play " of G, the qualitative payo" of player i is defined by:

Payo!i(") =
!

Win if Payo!i(") is finite
Lose otherwise.

We note Payo!(") = (Payo!i("))i!" the qualitative payo" profile for the
play ". In this framework, player i aims at reaching his own objective, i.e. at
obtaining payo" Win. With this idea in mind, one can naturally adapt the notion
of Nash (resp. secure) equilibrium to the qualitative framework.

The existence of Nash (resp. secure) equilibria in n-player (resp. 2-player)
qualitative games G has been proved in [8, Corollary 12] (resp. [4, Theorem 2])
for reachability objectives, and more generally for Borel objectives.

The next example illustrates that lifting Nash equilibria in G to Nash equi-
libria in G does not work. We developed new ideas in Sections 3.1 and 3.3 to
solve Problem 1.

Example 15. Let us consider the two-player game G depicted in Figure 3, such
that Goal1 = {B, E} and Goal2 = {C}. Notice that only player 1 e"ectively
plays in this game. We are going to exhibit a secure (and thus Nash) equi-
librium (#1, #2) in the qualitative game G that can not be lifted neither to
a secure nor to a Nash equilibrium in the quantitative game G. The strategy
profile (#1, #2) is defined such that '(#1, #2)( = ADE#. It is a secure equilibrium
in G with the qualitative payo" profile (Win, Lose). However (#1, #2) is not a
Nash (and thus not a secure) equilibrium in G. Indeed, the play ABC# provides
a smaller payo" to player 1, i.e. Payo!1(ABC#) < Payo!1(ADE#). Notice that
for this example, there is no equilibrium in G of type {1}.

The next proposition shows that on the opposite, any Nash equilibrium in
a quantitative game G can be lifted to a Nash equilibrium in the qualitative
game G.

Proposition 16. If (#i)i!" is a Nash equilibrium in a quantitative multiplayer
reachability game G, then (#i)i!" is also a Nash equilibrium in G.



A

B

D

C

E

Fig. 3. A game G with an equilibrium in G that can not be lifted to G.

Proof. For a contradiction, assume that in G, player j has a profitable de-
viation ##j w.r.t. (#i)i!" . This is only possible if Payo!j('(#i)i!"() = Lose

and Payo!j('##j , (#i)i!"\{j}() = Win. Thus when playing ##j against (#i)i!"\{j},
player j manages to visit Goalj . Clearly enough, ##j would also be a profitable
deviation w.r.t. (#i)i!" in G, contradicting the hypothesis. 12

Note that Proposition 16 is false for secure equilibria. To see that, let us
come back to the game G of Figure 3. The strategy profile (#1, #2) such that
'(#1, #2)( = ABC# is a secure equilibrium in the quantitative game G but not
in the qualitative game G.

C Existence of a Nash equilibrium

Proof (of Lemma 10). By contradiction suppose that player j wins the game Gj

from u. By Proposition 9 player j has a memoryless winning strategy )j which
enables him to reach his goal set Goalj within at most |V |3 1 edges from u. We
show that )j leads to a profitable deviation for player j w.r.t. (#i)i!" in the
game Truncd(T ), which is impossible by hypothesis.

Let "# be a play in Truncd(T ) such that hu is a prefix of "#, and from u,
player j plays according to the strategy )j and the other players i *= j continue
to play according to #i. As the play "# is consistent with the memoryless winning
strategy )j from u, it visits Goalj and we have

Payo!j("
#) $ |hu| + |V | (by Proposition 9)

$ (l + 1) · |V | (by hypothesis)
$ d (as &'* $ ").

We consider the following two cases. If Payo!j(") = +% (i.e. " does not
visit Goalj), we have

Payo!j("
#) < Payo!j(") = +%.

On the contrary, if Payo!j(") < +% (i.e. " visits Goalj , but after the prefix &'*
by hypothesis), then we have

Payo!j("
#) < Payo!j(")



as Payo!j(") > (l + 1) · |V |.
Since "# is consistent with (#i)i!"\{j}, the strategy of player j induced by

the play "# is a profitable deviation for player j w.r.t. (#i)i!" , in both cases. 12

Proof (End of the proof of Lemma 11). We first show that the strategy pro-
file ((i)i!" defined in Equation (1) is a Nash equilibrium in the game T .

Let ( #j be a strategy of player j. We show that this is not a profitable deviation
for player j w.r.t. ((i)i!" . We distinguish the following two cases:

(i) j $ k (Payo!j(&'#) < +%, & visits Goalj).
To improve his payo", player j has no incentive to deviate after the prefix &.
Thus we assume that the strategy ( #j causes a deviation from a vertex visited
by &. By Equation (1) the other players first play according to (#i)i!"\{j}
in Truncd(T ), and then in an arbitrary way.
Suppose that ( #j is a profitable deviation for player j w.r.t. ((i)i!" in the
game T . Let , = '((i)i!"( and ,# = '( #j , ((i)i!"\{j}(. Then

Payo!j(,
#) < Payo!j(,).

In the other hand we know that

Payo!j(,) = Payo!j(") $ |&|.

So if we limit the play ,# in T to its prefix of length d, we get a play "#

in Truncd(T ) such that

Payo!j("
#) = Payo!j(,

#) < Payo!j(").

As the play "# is consistent with the strategies (#i)i!"\{j} by Equation (1),
the strategy ( #j restricted to the tree Truncd(T ) is a profitable deviation for
player j w.r.t. (#i)i!" in the game Truncd(T ). This is impossible.

(ii) j > k (Payo!j(&'#) = +%, &'# does not visit Goalj).
If player j deviates from &'# (with the strategy ( #j), by Equation (1) the
other players combine against him and play according to )$j . By Lemma 10
this coalition wins the game Gj from any vertex visited by &'#. So the
strategy )$j of the coalition keeps the play '( #j , ((i)i!"\{j}( away from the
set Goalj whatever player j does. Therefore ( #j is not a profitable deviation
for player j w.r.t. ((i)i!" in the game T .

We now prove that ((i)i!" is a finite-memory strategy profile. According to
the definition of finite-memory strategy (see Section 2) we have to prove that
each relation )%i on H has finite index (recall that h )%i h# if (i(h$) = (i(h#$) for
all $ ! V "Vi). In this aim we define for each player i an equivalence relation 5%i

with finite index such that

.h, h# ! H, h 5%i h# 6 h )%i h#.



We first define an equivalence relation 5P with finite index related to the
punishment function P . For all prefixes h, h# of &'#, i.e. such that no player
is punished, this relation does not distinguish two histories that are identical
except for a certain number of cycles '. For the other histories it just has to
remember the first player, say i, who has deviated. The definition of 5P is as
follows:

h 5P h# if h = &'l'#, h# = &'m'#, '# < ', l, m 0 0
hv 5P h#v# if v, v# ! Vi, h, h# < &'#, but hv, h#v# *< &'#

hv 5P hv$ if h < &'#, hv *< &'#, $ ! V ".

The relation 5P is an equivalence relation on H with finite index.
We now turn to the definition of 5%i . It is based on the definition of (i (given

in (1)) and 5P . To get an equivalence with finite index we proceed as follows. Re-
call that each strategy )i,P (h) is memoryless and when a player plays arbitrarily,
his strategy is also memoryless. Furthermore notice that, in the definition of (i,
the strategy #i is only applied to histories h with length |h| $ d. For histories h
such that (i(h) = v with hv < &'#, it is enough to remember information with
respect to &' as already done for 5P . Therefore for h, h# ! H we define 5%i in
the following way:

h 5%i h# if h 5P h# and
'
P (h) = 4
or P (h) = i and Last(h) = Last(h#)
or P (h) *= 4, i, P (h) > k and Last(h) = Last(h#)
or P (h) *= 4, i, P (h) $ k, |h|, |h#| > d and

Last(h) = Last(h#)
(
.

Notice that this relation satisfies

h 5%i h# 6 (i(h) = (i(h#) and Last(h) = Last(h#)

and has finite index. Therefore if h 5%i h#, then h )%i h# and the relation )%i

has finite index.
12

Example 17. Let us consider the two-player game G depicted in Figure 4 with
Goal1 = {C}, Goal2 = {E}. One can show that G admits only Nash equilibria of
type {2} or 7. Indeed, on one hand, there is no play of G where both goals are
visited, and on the other hand given a strategy profile (#i)i!" such that '(#i)i!"(
visits Goal1, (i.e. '(#i)i!"( is of the form A+BC#), playing D instead of C is
clearly a profitable deviation for player 2.

We will now see that for each d 0 2 the game played on Truncd(T ) admits a
Nash equilibrium of type {1}. From the above discussion, this equilibrium can
not be lifted to an equilibrium of the same type in G. A truncated tree Truncd(T )
is depicted in Figure 5. One can show that the strategy profile leading to the out-
come Ad$1BC (depicted in bold in the figure) is a Nash equilibrium in Truncd(T )



of type {1}. Following the lines of the proof of Proposition 8, we see that this
Nash equilibrium is lifted to a Nash equilibrium of G with outcome A# and
type 7.

A B C

D E

Fig. 4. A game G.
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A B

A B C D

A B CD E C

Fig. 5. The truncated tree Truncd(T ).

D Nash equilibria with finite memory

The next lemma indicates how to eliminate a cycle in the outcome of a strategy
profile.

Lemma 18. Let (#i)i!" be a strategy profile in a game G and " = '(#i)i!"( its
outcome. Suppose that " = pq"̃, where q contains at least one vertex, such that

Visit(p) = Visit(pq)
Last(p) = Last(pq).

We define a strategy profile ((i)i!" as follows:

(i(h) =
!

#i(h) if p *$ h,
#i(pq$) if h = p$

where h is a history of G with Last(h) ! Vi. We get the outcome '((i)i!"( = p"̃.
If a strategy ( #j is a profitable deviation for player j w.r.t. ((i)i!" , then there
exists a profitable deviation ##j for player j w.r.t. (#i)i!" .

Proof. Let ! = {1, . . . , n}. We write

" = '(#i)i!"( of payo" profile (x1, . . . , xn),
, = '((i)i!"( of payo" profile (y1, . . . , yn).



We observe that as " = pq"̃, we have , = p"̃ (see Figures 6 and 7). It follows
that

.i ! !, yi $ xi. (4)

More precisely,

- if xi = +%, then yi = +%; (5)
- if xi < +% and i ! Visit(p), then yi = xi;
- if xi < +% and i *! Visit(p), then yi = xi 3 (|q| + 1). (6)

%="(&i)i!!#%"1 %"2

p

q

%̃

Fig. 6. Play ! and possible deviations.

'="((i)i!!#

'"1

'"2

p

q

%̃

Fig. 7. Play # and possible deviations.

Let ( #j be a profitable deviation for player j w.r.t. ((i)i!" , and ,# be the
outcome of the strategy profile (( #j , ((i)i!"\{j}). Then

Payo!j(,
#) < yj .

We show how to construct a profitable deviation ##j for player j w.r.t. (#i)i!" .
Two cases occur:

(i) player j deviates from , just after a proper prefix h of p (like for the play ,#1
in Figure 7).
We define ##j = ( #j and we denote by "# the outcome of (##j , (#i)i!"\{j}).
Given the definition of the strategy profile ((i)i!" , one can verify that "# =
,# (see the play "#1 in Figure 6). Thus

Payo!j("
#) = Payo!j(,

#) < yj $ xj

by Equation (4), which implies that ##j is a profitable deviation of player j
w.r.t. (#i)i!" .



(ii) player j deviates from , after the prefix p (, and ,# coincide at least on p).
This case is illustrated by the play ,#2 in Figure 7. We define for all histo-
ries h ending in a vertex of Vj :

##j(h) =
!

#j(h) if pq *$ h,
( #j(p$) if h = pq$.

Let "# = '##j , (#i)i!"\{j}(. As player j deviates after p with the strategy ( #j ,
one can prove that

,# = p,̃# and "# = pq,̃#

by definition of ((i)i!" (see the play "#2 in Figure 6). As Payo!j(,#) < yj ,
it means that j *! Visit(p) (otherwise the deviation would not be profitable
for player j). Since Visit(p) = Visit(pq), we also have

Payo!j(,
#) + (|q| + 1) = Payo!j("

#).

By Equations (5) and (6), we get

either xj = yj = +% and Payo!j("#) < xj ,
or xj = yj + (|q| + 1) and Payo!j("#) < xj ,

which proves that ##j is a profitable deviation for player j w.r.t. (#i)i!" . 12

While Lemma 18 deals with elimination of unnecessary cycles, Lemma 19
deals with repetition of a useful cycle.

Lemma 19. Let (#i)i!" be a strategy profile in a game G and " = '(#i)i!"( its
outcome. We assume that " = pq"̃, where q contains at least one vertex, such
that

Visit(p) = Visit(")
Last(p) = Last(pq).

We define a strategy profile ((i)i!" as follows:

(i(h) =
!

#i(h) if p *$ h,
#i(p$) if h = pqk$, k ! N, and q *$ $

where h is a history of G with Last(h) ! Vi. We get the outcome '((i)i!"( = pq#.
If a strategy ( #j is a profitable deviation for player j w.r.t. ((i)i!" , then there
exists a profitable deviation ##j for player j w.r.t. (#i)i!" .

Proof. We use the same notations as in the proof of Lemma 18. Here we have xi =
yi for all i ! ! since Visit(p) = Visit("). One can prove that , = pq# (see
Figures 8 and 9).

We show how to define a profitable deviation ##j from the deviation ( #j . We
distinguish the following two cases:
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q

%̃

%="(&i)i!!#

Fig. 8. Play ! and its prefix pq.

p

q

'="((i)i!!#

q

q

q

Fig. 9. Play # = pq).

(i) player j deviates from , just after a proper prefix h of pq.
We define ##j = ( #j . As in the first case of the proof of Lemma 18, we
have Payo!j("#) < xj , which implies that ##j is a profitable deviation of
player j w.r.t. (#i)i!" .

(ii) player j deviates from , after the prefix pq, i.e. after a prefix pqk and
strictly before the prefix pqk+1 (k 0 1).
We define for all histories h ending in a vertex of Vj :

##j(h) =
!

#j(h) if p *$ h,
( #j(pqk$) if h = p$.

One can prove that

,# = pqk,̃# and "# = p,̃#.

And then, in the point of view of payo"s we have

Payo!j("
#) < Payo!j(,

#) < yj = xj ,

which proves that ##j is a profitable deviation for player j w.r.t. (#i)i!" . 12

The next proposition achieves the first step of the proof of Theorem 12 as
mentioned in Section 3.2. It shows that one can construct from a Nash equili-
brium another Nash equilibrium with the same type and with an outcome of the
form &'#. Its proof uses Lemmas 18 and 19.

Proposition 20. Let (#i)i!" be a Nash equilibrium in a game G. Then there
exists a Nash equilibrium ((i)i!" with the same type such that '((i)i!"( = &'#,
where Visit(&) = Type((#i)i!") and |&'| < (|!| + 1) · |V |.



Proof. Let ! = {1, . . . , n} and " = '(#i)i!"(. Without loss of generality sup-
pose that

Payo!(") = (x1, . . . , xn) such that x1 $ . . . $ xk < +%
and xk+1 = . . . = xn = +%

where 1 $ k $ n. We consider two cases:

(i) x1 0 |V |.
Then, there exists a prefix pq of ", with q containing at least one vertex,
such that

|pq| < x1

Visit(p) = Visit(pq) = 7
Last(p) = Last(pq).

We define the strategy profile ((i)i!" as proposed in Lemma 18. By this
lemma it is actually a Nash equilibrium in G. With , = '((i)i!"(, we have

" = pq"̃ and , = p"̃.

Thus if the payo" profile for the play , is (y1, . . . , yn), we have

y1 < x1, . . . , yk < xk

yk+1 = xk+1 = +%, . . . , yn = xn = +%.

(ii) (xl+1 3 xl) 0 |V | for 1 $ l $ k 3 1.
Then, there exists a prefix pq of ", with q containing at least one vertex,
such that

xl < |pq| < xl+1

Visit(p) = Visit(pq) = {1, . . . , l}
Last(p) = Last(pq).

We define the strategy profile ((i)i!" given in Lemma 18. It is then a Nash
equilibrium in G, and for , = '((i)i!"(, we have

" = pq"̃ and , = p"̃.

Hence if the payo" profile for the play , is (y1, . . . , yn), we have

y1 = x1, . . . , yl = xl;
yl+1 < xl+1, . . . , yk < xk;
yk+1 = xk+1 = +%, . . . , yn = xn = +%.



From the two previous cases, we can assume without loss of generality that (#i)i!"

is a Nash equilibrium with a payo" profile (x1, . . . , xn) such that

xi < i · |V | for i $ k;
xi = +% for i > k.

Let us go further. We can write " = &'"̃ such that

Visit(&) = Visit(")
Last(&) = Last(&')
|&'| < (k + 1) · |V | $ (n + 1) · |V |.

Indeed, the prefix h of " of length (n+1)·|V | visits each goal set Goali, with i $ k,
and after the last visited Goalk, there remains enough vertices to observe a cycle.
Notice that Visit(&) = Visit(&') = Visit(") (= Type((#i)i!")).

If we define the strategy profile ((i)i!" like in Lemma 19, we get a Nash
equilibrium in G with outcome &'# and the same type as (#i)i!" . 12

We are now ready to prove Theorem 12.

Proof (of Theorem 12). Let ! = {1, . . . , n}. Let (#i)i!" be a Nash equilibrium
in the game G. The first step consists in constructing a Nash equilibrium as in
Proposition 20. Let us denote it again by (#i)i!" . Let " = '(#i)i!"( = &'#

such that Visit(&) = Type((#i)i!") and |&'| < (n + 1) · |V |. The strategy pro-
file (#i)i!" is also a Nash equilibrium in the game T played on the unravelling T
of G.

For the second step we consider Truncd(T ) the truncated tree of T of depth d =
(n + 2) · |V |. It is clear that the strategy profile (#i)i!" limited to this tree is
also a Nash equilibrium of Truncd(T ).

We know that |&'| < (n + 1) · |V | and we set * such that &'* is a prefix
of " and |&'*| = (n + 2) · |V |. Furthermore we have Last(&) = Last(&') and
Visit(&) = Visit(&'*) (since Visit(&) = Type(")). Then this prefix &'* satisfies
the properties described in Lemma 10 (by setting l = (n+1) · |V |). By Lemma 11
we conclude that there exists a Nash equilibrium ((i)i!" with finite memory
such that Type(((i)i!") = Visit(&), that is with the same type as the initial
Nash equilibrium (#i)i!" . 12

E Existence of a secure equilibrium

The notion of secure equilibrium is based on the binary relations +j of Defi-
nition 3. One can easily see that +j is not reflexive. Moreover, +j is not total
as soon as at least three players are involved (for instance (1, 2, 3) *+1 (1, 3, 2)
and (1, 3, 2) *+1 (1, 2, 3)). To be able to apply Kuhn’s theorem, it is more con-
venient to define secure equilibria via a preference relation. In this aim, we first
define an equivalence relation 5j on payo" profiles for each player. Given two
payo" profiles (xi)i!" and (yi)i!" :

(xi)i!" 5j (yi)i!" i" (.k xk = yk) , (xj = yj - /k xk < yk - /k xk > yk).



The idea behind the introduction of 5j is that player j is indi!erent to any
payo" profiles 5j-equivalent. We can now define a preference relation, denoted
by !j , for each player j. Given two payo" profiles (xi)i!" and (yi)i!" :

(xi)i!" !j (yi)i!" i" (xi)i!" 5j (yi)i!" , (xi)i!" +j (yi)i!" .

One can verify that !j is a preference relation. We can now provide an equivalent
definition of secure equilibrium.

Proposition 21. A strategy profile (#i)i!" of a game G is a secure equilibrium
i! for all players j ! ! and for all strategies ##j of player j in G, we have:

Payo!("#) !j Payo!(")

where " = '(#i)i!"( and "# = '##j , (#i)i!"\{j}(.

Since each !i is a preference relation, we get the next corollary by Kuhn’s
theorem (in a multiplayer framework).

Corollary 22. Let G be a quantitative multiplayer reachability game and T be
the unraveling of G. Let Truncd(T ) be the game played on the truncated tree of T
of depth d, with d 0 0. Then there exists a secure equilibrium in Truncd(T ).

The next proposition states that it is possible to extend a secure equilibrium
in Truncd(T ) to a secure equilibrium in the game T , if the depth d is equal
to (|!| + 1) · 2 · |V | and there are only two players.

Proposition 23. Let G be a quantitative two-player reachability game and T be
the unraveling of G. Let Truncd(T ) be the game played on the truncated tree of T
of depth d = (|!| + 1) · 2 · |V |.
If there exists a secure equilibrium (#1, #2) in the game Truncd(T ), then there
exists a finite-memory secure equilibrium in the game T .

The proof of Proposition 23 works pretty much as the one of Proposition 8. A
well-chosen prefix &', with ' being a cycle, is first extracted from the outcome "
of the secure equilibrium (#1, #2) of Truncd(T ). The outcome of the required
secure equilibrium of T will be equal to &'#. As soon as a player deviates from
this play, the other player punishes him, but the way to define punishment is
here more involved than in the proof of Proposition 8. Notice that Proposition 23
stands for two-player games because its proof uses Lemma 24 that has been
proved only for two players.

We begin with Lemma 24 whose hypotheses are the same as in Lemma 10.
Recall that Lemma 10 states that for all j ! ! such that & does not visit his
goal set Goalj , the players i *= j can play together to prevent player j from
reaching his goal set Goalj from any history hu consistent with (#i)i!"\{j} and
such that |hu| $| &'|. We denote by )$j the memoryless winning strategy of
the coalition, and for each player i *= j, )i,j the memoryless strategy of player i
in G induced by )$j .

Lemma 24 states that if & visits Goal1 for example, then & visits Goal2 or "
does not visit Goal2. It is given for two-player games only.



Lemma 24. Let d 0 0. Let (#1, #2) be a secure equilibrium in Truncd(T ) and
" = '(#1, #2)( its outcome. Suppose that " has a prefix &'*, where ' contains at
least one vertex, such that

Visit(&) = Visit(&'*)
Last(&) = Last(&')
|&'| $ l · |V |
|&'*| = (l + 1) · |V |

for some l 0 1. Then we have

(Visit(&) *= 7 , Visit(") *= {1, 2}) 6 Visit(&) = Visit(").

Proof. By contradiction, assume that 2 ! Visit(") \ Visit(&). The hypothesis
implies that 1 ! Visit(&) or 1 *! Visit(").

By Lemma 10, player 1 wins the game G2 from Last(&), that is has a memo-
ryless winning strategy )1,2 from this vertex. Then if player 1 plays according
to #1 until depth |&|, and then switches to )1,2 from Last(&), this strategy is
a +1-profitable deviation for player 1 w.r.t. (#1, #2). Indeed, if 1 ! Visit(&),
player 1 manages to increase player 2’s payo" while keeping his own payo". On
the other hand, if 1 *! Visit("), either player 1 succeeds in either reaching his
goal set (i.e. strictly decreasing his payo"), or he does not reach it (then gets
the same payo" as in ") but succeeds in increasing player 2’s payo". Thus we
get a contradiction. 12

Lemma 25 says that one can define a secure equilibrium ((1, (2) in the
game T , from the secure equilibrium (#1, #2) in the game Truncd(T ). The defini-
tion of the strategy profile ((1, (2) is a little di"erent from the one in the proof of
Lemma 11 because here, if player 1 deviates (for example), then player 2 has to
prevent him from reaching his goal set Goal1 (faster), or having the same payo"
but succeeding in increasing player 2’s payo".

Lemma 25. Let d 0 0. Let (#1, #2) be a secure equilibrium in Truncd(T ) and &'*
be a prefix of " = '(#1, #2)( as defined in Lemma 24.
Then there exists a secure equilibrium ((1, (2) in the game T . Moreover ((1, (2)
is finite-memory and Type(((1, (2)) = Visit(&).

Proof. Like in the proof of Lemma 11 we consider the infinite play &'# in the
game T . The basic idea of the strategy profile ((1, (2) is the same as for the Nash
equilibrium case: player 1 (resp. 2) plays according to &'# and punishes player 2
(resp. 1) if he deviates from &'#, in the following way. Suppose that player 2
deviates (the case for player 1 is similar). Then player 1 plays according to #1

until depth |&|, and after that, he plays arbitrarily if & visits Goal2, otherwise
he plays according to )1,2.

We define the same punition function P as in the proof of Lemma 11:
P (v0) = 4, and for h ! V " and v ! Vi (i = 1, 2),

P (hv) =

"
#

$

4 if P (h) = 4 and hv < &'#,
i if P (h) = 4 and hv *< &'#,
P (h) otherwise (P (h) *= 4).



The definition of the secure equilibrium ((1, (2) is as follows:

(i(h) =

"
%%%%#

%%%%$

v if P (h) = 4 (h < &'#); such that hv < &'#,
arbitrary if P (h) = i,
#i(h) if P (h) *= 4, i and |h| $| &|,
)i,P (h)(h) if P (h) *= 4, i, |h| > |&| and & does not visit GoalP (h),
arbitrary otherwise (P (h) *= 4, i, |h| > |&| and & visits GoalP (h))

where i = 1, 2, and arbitrary means that the next vertex is chosen arbitra-
rily (in a memoryless way). Clearly the outcome of ((1, (2) is the play &'#,
and Type(((1, (2)) is equal to Visit(&) (= Visit(&')). Moreover, as done in the
proof of Lemma 11, ((1, (2) is a finite-memory strategy profile.

It remains to show that ((1, (2) is a secure equilibrium in the game T . Assume
that there exists a +1-profitable deviation ( #1 for player 1 w.r.t. ((1, (2). The case
of a +2-profitable deviation ( #2 for player 2 is similar. We construct a play "#

in Truncd(T ) as follows: player 1 plays according to the strategy ( #1 restricted
to Truncd(T ) (denoted by ##1) and player 2 plays according to #2. Thus the
play "# coincide with the play ,# = '( #1, (2( at least until depth |&| (by definition
of (2); it can di"er afterwards. We have:

" = '#1, #2( of payo" profile (x1, x2)
"# = '##1, #2( of payo" profile (x#1, x#2)
, = '(1, (2( of payo" profile (y1, y2)
,# = '( #1, (2( of payo" profile (y#1, y#2).

The situation is depicted in Figure 10.
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#

#

#

#

#
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%"
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'
(y1,y2)

'"

(y"1,y"2)

Fig. 10. Plays ! and #, and their respective deviations !$ and #$.



We are going to show that (x1, x2) +1 (x#1, x#2), meaning that ##1 is a +1-
profitable deviation for player 1 w.r.t. (#1, #2) in Truncd(T ). This will lead to
the contradiction. As ( #1 is a +1-profitable deviation w.r.t. ((1, (2), one of the
following three cases stands.

(i) y#1 < y1 < +%.
As , = &'#, it means that & visits F1, and then:

y#1 < y1 = x1 $ |&|.

As y#1 < |&|, we have x#1 = y#1 (as "# and ,# coincide until depth |&|).
Therefore x#1 < x1.

(ii) y#1 < y1 = +%.
If y#1 $ |&|, we have x#1 = y#1 (by the same argument as before). Furthermore
x1 > |&| since y1 = +% and & is a common prefix of " and ,. So we have
x#1 $ |&| < x1.
We show that the case y#1 > |&| is impossible. By definition of (2 the play ,#

is consistent with #2 until depth |&|, and then with )2,1 (as y1 = +%). By
Lemma 10 the play ,# can not visit Goal1 after a depth > |&|.

(iii) y1 = y#1 and y2 < y#2.
Note that this implies y2 < +% and x2 = y2 (as , = &'#). Since "# and ,#

coincide until depth |&|, y2 < y#2 and x2 = y2 $ |&|, we have

x2 = y2 < x#2

showing that the payo" of player 2 is increased. It remains to consider the
case of player 1, that is, showing that either he keeps the same payo", or
he decreases his payo".
If y#1 = y1 < +%, it follows as in the first case that:

y1 = x1 $ |&| and x#1 = y#1.

Therefore x1 = x#1, i.e. player 1 has the same payo" in " and "#.
On the contrary, if y#1 = y1 = +%, it follows that 1 *! Visit(&). As y2 < +%,
we have 2 ! Visit(&). By Lemma 24, we know that 1 *! Visit("), i.e. x1 =
+%. If "# visits F1, player 1 gets a payo" x#1 < +% (then x#1 < x1).
Otherwise, he has the same payo" x#1 = x1 = +% as in ".

12

We can now complete the proof of Proposition 23.

Proof (of Proposition 23). Let (#1, #2) be a secure equilibrium in Truncd(T ),
and " its outcome. We define the prefixes pq and &'* as in the proof of Propo-
sition 8 (see Figure 1).

As the hypotheses of Lemmas 10, 24 and 25 are verified, we can apply them
in this context to get a secure equilibrium ((1, (2) with finite memory and such
that Type(((1, (2)) = Visit(&). 12


